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Caution regarding forward-looking statements and
Regulation G compliance
In this management presentation, and from time to time, Entergy Corporation makes certain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements regarding Entergy’s 2021 earnings guidance;
its current financial and operational outlooks and capital plan; statements regarding its environmental plans, goals, beliefs and expectations, including statements
regarding its climate goals and strategies; statements regarding the planned addition of renewable generation and potential technological advances; statements
regarding electrification opportunities; and other statements of Entergy’s plans, beliefs or expectations included in this presentation. Except to the extent required
by the federal securities laws, Entergy undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements, including (a) those factors discussed elsewhere in this presentation and in Entergy’s most recent Annual
Report on Form 10-K, any subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, and Entergy’s other reports and filings made under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934;
(b) uncertainties associated with (1) rate proceedings, formula rate plans, and other cost recovery mechanisms, including the risk that costs may not be
recoverable to the extent or on the timeline anticipated by the utilities and (2) implementation of the ratemaking effects of changes in law; (c) uncertainties
associated with efforts to remediate the effects of major storms and recover related restoration costs; (d) risks associated with operating nuclear facilities,
including plant relicensing, operating, and regulatory costs and risks; (e) changes in decommissioning trust fund values or earnings or in the timing or cost of
decommissioning Entergy’s nuclear plant sites; (f) legislative and regulatory actions and risks and uncertainties associated with claims or litigation by or against
Entergy and its subsidiaries; (g) risks and uncertainties associated with executing on business strategies, including strategic transactions that Entergy or its
subsidiaries may undertake and the risk that any such transaction may not be completed as and when expected and the risk that the anticipated benefits of the
transaction may not be realized; (h) effects of changes in federal, state, or local laws and regulations and other governmental actions or policies, including
changes in monetary, fiscal, tax, environmental, or energy policies; (i) the effects of changes in commodity markets, capital markets, or economic conditions; (j)
impacts from a terrorist attack, cybersecurity threats, data security breaches, or other attempts to disrupt Entergy’s business or operations, and/or other
catastrophic events; (k) the direct and indirect impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on Entergy and its customers; and (l) the effects of technological change,
including the costs, pace of development, and commercialization of new and emerging technologies.
This presentation includes the non-GAAP financial measure of adjusted EPS and net liquidity including storm escrows. We have prepared a reconciliation of this
financial measure to the most directly comparable GAAP measure, which can be found in this presentation. Further information can be found in Entergy’s earnings
releases, which are posted on the company’s website at www.entergy.com and which contains further information on non-GAAP financial measures.
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Key takeaways

Entergy has a proven
track record of delivering
on our commitments
• 7% adjusted EPS CAGR
2016–2020
• Dividend raised 6% in 4Q 2021
• Largely completed merchant
business exit
• Commitments delivered despite
COVID-19, tax reform, storms,
and weather impacts
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A compelling base-case
value proposition over
next three years
• Well-defined, customer-centric
$12B capital plan
• Effective regulatory mechanisms
• Clean and getting cleaner
o 11 GW renewables and
1.5 GW H2 capable by 20301
o Expect to exceed 2030 CO2
emission rate goal by 2025
• Plan supports 5%–7% adjusted
EPS and dividend growth

Expect to be 30% H2 capable upon commercial operation, can be configured to run on 100% H2 thereafter

Unique customer-driven
growth opportunities to
extend and expand runway
• Evaluating resilience acceleration
o $5B – $15B potential incremental
capex potential through 2030
• Opportunity to help customers reduce
Scope 1 emissions
o Entergy customers have more
Scope 1 CO2 emissions than 49
of 50 states
o Estimated 30 TWh addressable
market potential through 2030
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A clear, robust investment plan
Delivering outcomes for our customers
2022E–2024E preliminary capital plan by function

Distribution and
Utility support – $5.7B

$11.7B

Generation – $3.9B
Transmission – $2.1B

Calculations may differ due to rounding
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Distribution and Utility Support
Delivering reliability, resilience, and customer experience
Preliminary distribution and
utility support capital plan; $B

Utility support
IT infrastructure, software, and facilities

5.7

Power quality
Grid stability, voltage variance reduction, and
future overload prevention

Asset renewal and enhancements
Obsolete asset replacement and distribution
automation technology

Customer connect
22E–24E

New service, lighting installations, and new
products and service

Network security,
operability and efficiency,
and customer experience
Reliability, resilience,
power quality, and grid
efficiency

Reliability, resilience, and
customer experience

Customer experience and
revenue growth
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Transmission
Driving reliability and resilience and supporting renewable expansion
Preliminary transmission
capital plan; $B

Relieve congestion
System upgrades to move energy reliably and
economically from generators to customers

2.1

Asset renewal and enhancements
Obsolete asset replacements and grid
monitoring technology

Interconnections
22E–24E

Connects new generators (including solar) and
new customers

Regional reliability,
resilience, and
operational efficiency

Reliability and
resilience

Local reliability,
resilience, and
growth
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Generation
Modernizing, decarbonizing, and diversifying
Preliminary generation
capital plan; $B
3.9

Renewables
New renewable generation (mainly solar)

Advanced generation
New H2 capable advanced generation

Nuclear
Projects at operating nuclear units

Non-nuclear
22E–24E

Projects at operating non-nuclear units

Fuel diversity, portfolio
decarbonization, and
customer green products
Reliability, supports
growth, and offsets against
aging unit retirements
Operational excellence
and unit longevity

Operational excellence,
O&M and fuel savings,
and unit longevity
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Growing renewables 300% in the next three years
~2.2 GW by 2024 with much more to come through 2030
Planned renewables portfolio by 12/31/24; MW

RFPs2

900

Announced / in progress3

700

Existing / in

progress4

2
3
4

480

~665

$0.7B capital investment
2022E–2024E1

200
Total portfolio
(owned + PPA)

1

~450

Net of tax equity partnerships
50/50 ownership/PPA split assumed
In progress with estimated in service after 2021
In progress with estimated in service in 2021

Owned
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Our capital plan remains steady
Sustained growth with future capital levels that maintain affordability
Utility capital plans; $B

11.6

11.7

21E–23E
capital plan

22E–24E
preliminary capital plan
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Customer-centric Utility plan
Results in steady rate base growth
Utility preliminary three-year capital plan
and depreciation expense; cumulative $B

Projected rate base1; $B

11.7

7.7
Depr.
exp.

3.8

22E

23E

24E

35

37

31

33

21E

22E

23E

24E

Calculations may differ due to rounding
1 Internal estimates based on last-approved rate base adjusted for assumed changes in the major rate base components and includes CWIP; deferred taxes are deducted
from rate base for all OpCos, including E-AR
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Significant regulatory certainty
Clear recovery plans and constructive regulatory relationships

>90%

>90%

~90%

driven by
modernization and
resilience (e.g.,
not load growth)

recovered through
established, timely
mechanisms1

ready for execution
from regulatory
approval standpoint

FRP durations
E-AR
Five years

E-LA

E-MS

E-NO

Three years

No specified
termination

Three years

(2021–2026 filing years) (2021-2023 filing years)

1

Forward-looking FRPs, traditional FRPs, and riders

(2021–2023 filing years)
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Managing non-fuel O&M
Pursuing offsets against cost pressures

Utility other O&M; $B

Illustrative

O&M pressures include:
•

Expenses for new
distribution and

2.7

21E

2.7

22E

2.7

23E

2.7

24E

Actual O&M may vary with flex spending to offset other line items in any given year

generation assets
•

Customer initiatives

•

Inflation
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Our low rates help mitigate bill pressures
Committed to maintaining affordability for our customers
2020 average retail price by parent company;
₵ per kWh

Levers to help control bills

Entergy

•

Fuel efficiency and renewables

•

Investment in new technology

•

Continuous improvement

•

Energy efficiency

•

New products and services

•

Expanding customer base

•

Structured financing

•

Securitizations rolling off

•

Potential federal funding

Based on S&P Global Market Intelligence Regulated Retail Price of Electricity (August 2021)
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Improving balance sheet strength and resilience
Resulted in reduced equity needs and credit maintained

Improved risk profile
ð Successfully exiting merchant

business
ð Reflected by S&P in 2020
ð Reflected by Moody’s in 2021

Well-established
storm recovery
mechanisms
ð Regulators have supported timely

recovery via securitizations
ð Proven history with $3.4B in
securitizations since 2007
ð Storm escrows
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Credit and liquidity
Net liquidity, incl. storm escrows;
as of 9/30/21, $B
(1.0)

Key ETR credit metrics

Cumulative OCF; $B

0.0
~$11.5B

3.9

1.0
Cash and Revolver Commercial Storm
cash
capacity
paper
escrows
equivalents

Net
Liquidity

22E

23E

24E

>14%1

ü

<25%

ü

14% – 16%

ü

Moody’s
CFO pre-working
capital to debt
Parent debt

4.0

Agency
expectation

In range or
better
by 12/31/22

Standard & Poor’s
FFO to debt

Credit ratings2 (outlooks)

S&P
Moody’s

1
2

E-AR

E-LA

E-MS

E-NO

E-TX

SERI

ETR

A

A

A

BBB

A

A

BBB+

(stable)

(stable)

(stable)

(developing)

(stable)

(stable)

(stable)

A2

A2

A2

Baa2

Baa1

Baa1

Baa2

(stable)

(negative)

(stable)

(negative)

(positive)

(negative)

(negative)

By 2023
Senior secured ratings for the OpCos and SERI; corporate credit rating for ETR
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A track record of earnings and dividend growth
Entergy adjusted EPS; $

5.29

Entergy common stock dividends; $/share

5.40

5.66

4.39

0.95

3.96

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

As-reported EPS
(3.26)
2.28

4.63

6.30

6.90

4Q20

1.01

4Q21
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Solid base plan supports 5% – 7% growth
Aligned dividend growth rate and EPS growth rate
Entergy adjusted EPS; $
$5.60
original
guidance
midpoint

5.90–6.10

5.66

20

21E guidance

6.15–6.45

6.55–6.85

22E outlook

23E outlook

6.95–7.25

24E outlook

As-reported
6.90

1

Based on original 2020E guidance midpoint of $5.60
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Customer-centric
investment needs beyond
3-year base plan

Resilience
acceleration

Customer green
solutions and
planned renewables

Clean electrification
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Stakeholder alignment around resilience

“

The grid will never be impervious to extreme weather,
but the (Biden) administration wants to invest in ways to
help vulnerable places bounce back faster.

“

It’s important that we find the best way to harden our
system so that we don’t have to rebuild it every time.

Federal Government
(Deputy National Climate Advisor)

“

Regulator
(LPSC Commissioner)

Effectively managing existing and future physical climate
risks may create opportunities for a company to raise its
performance and valuation.
Owners
(Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change)
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We have been investing in resilience
Illustrative

Focus area
Distribution structures south of I-10 / I-12;
% meeting or exceeding 2008 standards1

Transmission structures south of I-10 / I-12;
% meeting or exceeding 2007 standards2

All (~960k)

All (~36K)

Key feeders (~250K)

Critical paths (~13K)

~35%
~75%

~65%

1
2

~50%

2008 standards call for 110–130 miles per hour rated assets in coastal area; pole foundation/configuration may affect installed capability
2007 standards call for 140–150 miles per hour rated assets (150 miles per hour standard for LaFourche, Terrebonne, Jefferson, St Bernard, and Plaquemine parishes is
10 miles per hour above National Electric Safety Code standards)
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Our resilience investments work
Distribution investment
Pole replacement

Illustrative

Transmission investment (after Hurricane Ida)
Old standard

Newer standard (2007+)

• After Hurricane Laura, over 13K distribution
poles were replaced
• None of the 13K poles failed under stress of
Hurricane Delta, which impacted the same
region during the same year as Hurricane
Laura
(same line)
Technology deployment
• Since 2019, ~2K DA devices have been
installed

(same right of way)

• Investment plan calls for 15K devices by 2024
• Over past 12 months, 147K customer
interruptions have been avoided through DA
switching
Old standard

Newer standard (2007+)
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Range of resilience options and acceleration paths
Potential for ~$5B – $15B of proactive, integrated investment by 2030

Transmission and
distribution upgrades
Critical crossings
Select undergrounding for
critical customers
Integrated with clean
electrification

Flood mitigation

Vegetation / right of way

Distributed utility scale
generation

Raised control houses and
flood walls

Expanded ROW widths

Black-start resources

Enhanced vegetation
management

Solar power for AMI/DA/AP
Microgrids
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Customer-centric
investment needs
beyond 3-year base plan

Resilience
acceleration

Customer green
solutions and
planned renewables

Clean electrification
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Partnering with customers on sustainability
Green products to help decarbonize Scope 2 emissions
Customer need

Entergy solution

Scope 2 emissions
(CO2 from customers’ electricity purchases)

Green tariffs1
Supports renewable resource
additions and related investments
Carbon-free power

1

Includes various green product solutions including green tariffs, renewable energy credits, tax equity participation in renewable projects and customer-sited solar
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Significant customer interest in green tariffs
Supports renewable portfolio growth and customer partnerships
Interest from over 25 commercial and industrial customers across several sectors
Petrochemicals

Technology

Manufacturing

Commercial / retail

Primary metals

Healthcare

Customer demand: 1,700+ MW
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Renewables and H2 will transform ETR portfolio
Resource plan achieves 11 GW of renewables by 2030
Total generation capacity
as of 9/30/21

2030E1

11 GW portfolio:
• ~2.2 GW through 2024
• ~8.5 GW 2 2025–2030

Coal

Drivers of increase:

Nuclear
Nuclear
Renewables

Nuclear
Renewables

Modern
gas
(post-2000)

Legacy
gas
(pre-2000)

Illustrative

Legacy
H2 capable
gas

• Long-term cost trends
• Gas prices/volatility
• Customer demand for
clean capacity
• Customer growth

Modern gas Legacy
Modern gas
gas

Possible storage and
emerging technologies
1
2

Subject to integrated resource planning processes, economic evaluations, and regulatory approvals
Assumes ~75% of ~8.5 GW of renewable additions between 2025 – 2030 will be utility owned and utilize tax equity partnerships
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More renewables makes progress against CO2 goals
Drives decarbonization for Entergy and our customers
Entergy Utility CO2 emission rates; lbs per MWh
U.S. power sector average
1,064
821
668

2000

2010

2020

2030 goal
(50% reduction vs.
2000 baseline)

2025

2030

Expect to exceed
50% reduction by
2025

Net
zero
2050
goal
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Customer-centric
investment needs
beyond 3-year base plan

Resilience
acceleration

Customer green
solutions and
planned renewables

Clean electrification
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Partnering with customers on sustainability
Electrification to reduce their Scope 1 emissions
Customer need

Entergy solution

Scope 1 emissions
(CO2 from customers’ operations)

Scope 2 emissions
(CO2 from customers’ electricity purchases)

Electrification
Grows utility sales
Grows Transmission & Distribution
rate base

+
Green tariffs1
Supports renewable resource
additions and related investments

Electrified, carbon-free operations

1

Includes various green product solutions including green tariffs, renewable energy credits, tax equity participation in renewable projects and customer-sited solar
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Entergy can help customers decarbonize
Electrification is an important solution
INDUSTRIAL
Process
improvements

COMMERCIAL

Energy
efficiency

Process
improvements
Energy
efficiency

Industrial
electrification1

Commercial
electrification1

Fleet EVs

Fleet EVs

Distributed
energy
resources

Cogen conversion
Carbon capture
utilization and storage

Forms of
electrification

Green H2
1

Examples include process, heating and compression electrification for industrial and heating/cooking electrification for commercial
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Large opportunity and unique positioning
Our 2030+ load growth opportunity could be significant
Illustrative

Annual load

+30 TWh1

+140
TWh

Top ten states with most Scope 1 emissions;
2019 annual tons of CO2 (millions)
183

115
60
Baseline
retail sales

Addressable
Normal load
Addressable
electrification
growth through electrification
market through market through
2030
2030
2050

58
34

33

25

24

22

TX LA CA IN OH

IL

PA

IA

AL OK

20

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

2030 growth potential from C&I electrification,
green H2, and cogen conversion; 2050 also includes EVs
1

ETR customers (139M tons/year CO2 in LA and TX)

Equates to ~12 GW of renewables equivalent; supply could come from various clean resources including solar, wind imports, clean hydrogen, and battery storage (not
reflected in current resource plan)
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Looking beyond our 3-year base plan
Customer-driven opportunities through 2030
Resilience
acceleration

Potential
opportunity

Potential $5B – $15B
incremental capex

Next steps

• Develop acceleration
options and benefits cases
• Pursue federal support
• Engage regulators to
determine path forward

Customer green
solutions and
planned renewables

Clean
electrification

Updated resource plan
includes 11 GW of
renewables (from 5GW)

Load growth capture
potential from 30 TWh
addressable market

• Execute on resource plan
• Expand renewable
ownership capabilities
• Continue to develop green
products for customers

• Continue to engage
customers
• Continue to build
customer capabilities
• Reflect in future resource
and financial plans
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Delivering on strong
base plan…
Clear, robust capital plan that delivers
customer benefits
A focus on sustainability leadership
Constructive regulatory relationships and
effective recovery mechanisms

…with customer-centric
investment needs beyond
Acceleration of resilience investments

Focus on maintaining customer affordability
Balance sheet and equity plan that supports
credit and growth
Strong 5% to 7% adjusted EPS and
dividend growth

Significant renewable resource growth and
green solutions
Unique opportunity to help our industrial
customers electrify and decarbonize
32

Appendix
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Preliminary view of 2022 ETR adjusted EPS drivers
ETR adjusted EPS; $

Illustrative

Original
guidance
midpoint
5.90–6.10
5.95

2021
guidance
midpoint

6.15–6.45

Utility
Utility capital Utility other
O&M
operating rev. investment1
less fuel,
purch. power,
and reg.
chrgs.

1

P&O
other O&M
and
net interest

Effective
income tax
rate

Includes depreciation expense, taxes other than income taxes, other income (deductions), and interest expense

Share
2022 outlook
effect / other
midpoint
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ETR adjusted EPS – 2022 key drivers and assumptions
Category

Considerations

Sales growth

• Preliminary weather-adjusted sales growth estimate ~3%, based on actuals through 9/30/21
(~1% excluding 2021 storms)
• Driven by industrial and commercial
• YTD 3Q21 weather in billed sales $0.02

Retail price

• Full year of 2021 rate actions: E-TX DCRF and TCRF (effective March 2021), E-MS FRP
(effective April 2021), E-LA FRP (effective Sept. 2021), and E-NO FRP (effective 10/29/21)
• New assets: E-AR Searcy Solar and Walnut Bend Solar (recovered through FRP) and
E-MS Sunflower Solar (recovered through capacity rider)
• Pending filings: E-AR FRP; E-TX TCRF and DCRF
• Expected 2022 filings: E-MS FRP, E-LA FRP, E-NO FRP, and E-TX rate case

Utility other O&M

•
•
Utility investment effects •
•

2022E ~$2.74B
Pension discount rate currently assumed at 3.25%
2022E depreciation expense ~$1.75B
Net interest expense expected to be higher, in part due to gains on nuclear
decommissioning trusts in 2021

Utility book ROE
• ~8.5%
Effective income tax rate • ~23%
Fully diluted avg. shares • ~206M
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Preliminary three-year capital plan
E-AR
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.
E-LA
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.
E-MS
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.
E-NO
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.

2022E
385
45
265
110
805
385

2023E
390
45
325
80
840
405

2024E
225
155
500
55
935
420

Total
1,000
245
1,090
245
2,580
1,210

370
460
465
160
1,455
705

355
360
500
125
1,340
740

490
285
380
100
1,255
765

1,215
1,105
1,345
385
4,050
2,210

185
85
215
90
575
245

85
90
250
45
470
250

50
100
225
30
405
255

320
275
690
165
1,450
750

15
25
120
25
185
80

5
20
120
10
155
85

10
15
135
10
170
85

30
60
375
45
510
250

E-TX
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.
SERI
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.
Entergy Services, LLC
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.1
Total
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Utility Support
Total
Depreciation exp.

Note: Distribution includes capital investment for E-NO’s and E-LA’s gas distribution business
1 Depreciation for Entergy Services, LLC is allocated to each OpCo

2022E
85
110
275
85
555
230

2023E
320
170
345
50
885
245

2024E
485
185
335
35
1,040
255

Total
890
465
955
170
2,480
730

140
20
160
105

135
20
155
105

175
20
195
110

450
60
510
320

50
50
-

45
45
-

45
45
-

140
140
-

1,180
725
1,340
540
3,785
1,750

1,290
685
1,540
375
3,890
1,825

1,435
740
1,575
295
4,045
1,895

3,905
2,150
4,455
1,210
11,720
5,470
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Securitizations history
Securitizations1

Illustrative

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
E-MS – Katrina ($55M; completed)
E-TX – Rita ($330M; completed)
E-LA (Legacy ELL) – Katrina / Rita ($688M; completed)
E-LA (Legacy EGSL) – Katrina / Rita ($278M; completed)
E-TX – Gustav / Ike ($546M; ~$5.50 per month)
E-AR – Ice Storm ($124M; completed)
E-LA (Legacy ELL) – Gustav/Ike ($469M; ~$2.50 per month)
E-LA (Legacy EGSL) – Gustav/Ike ($244M; ~$1.50 per month)
E-LA (Legacy ELL) – Little Gypsy ($207M; completed)
E-LA (Legacy ELL) – Isaac ($244M; ~$1.00 per month)
E-LA (Legacy EGSL) – Isaac ($71M; ~$0.50 per month)
E-NO – Isaac ($99M; ~$2.50 per month)
1

Principal balances at time of issuance; monthly bill effects assume typical 1,000 kWh monthly bill and can fluctuate monthly
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Regulation G
reconciliations
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Regulation G reconciliation
ETR adjusted earnings
Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP measures
($ in millions, except diluted average common shares outstanding)
Net income (loss) attributable to ETR Corp.
Less adjustments:
Utility – SERI NOPA rate base effect retroactive refund
Utility – customer sharing associated with internal restructuring
Utility – customer sharing associated with tax reform
Utility – customer sharing associated with IRS audit items
Utility – income tax effect on Utility adjustments above
Utility – income tax benefit from 2012 / 2013 IRS settlement
Utility – income tax benefit from internal restructuring
Utility – tax reform
Utility – IRS audit items
Utility – reversal of income tax valuation allowance
Utility – 2014 / 2015 IRS settlement (E-LA Business Combination)
P&O – tax reform
P&O – income tax valuation allowance for interest deductibility
P&O – 2014 / 2015 IRS settlement (E-LA Business Combination)
EWC
ETR adjusted earnings (non-GAAP)
Calculations may differ due to rounding

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

1,388

1,241

849

412

(584)

(25)
(40)
56
6

10
43
170
38

(14)

(16)
6

(222)
137

41
396
52
(11)
(61)
(65)
1,138

147
1,064

(343)
970

(175)
716

(1,495)
785
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Regulation G reconciliation
ETR adjusted earnings (continued)
Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP measures
Diluted average common shares outstanding (in millions)
($ per share)
Net income (loss) attributable to ETR Corp.
Less adjustments:
Utility – SERI NOPA rate base effect retroactive refund
Utility – customer sharing associated with internal restructuring
Utility – customer sharing associated with tax reform
Utility – customer sharing associated with IRS audit items
Utility – income tax benefit from 2012 / 2013 IRS settlement
Utility – income tax benefit from internal restructuring
Utility – tax reform
Utility – IRS audit items
Utility – reversal of income tax valuation allowance
Utility – 2014 / 2015 IRS settlement (E-LA Business Combination)
P&O – tax reform
P&O – income tax valuation for interest deductibility
P&O – 2014 / 2015 IRS settlement (E-LA Business Combination)
EWC
ETR adjusted earnings (non-GAAP)
Calculations may differ due to rounding

2020
201

2019
197

2018
183

2017
181

2016
179

6.90

6.30

4.63

2.28

(3.26)

(0.09)
(0.16)
0.23
(0.06)
0.23
0.93
0.21

(1.23)
0.76

0.21
1.96
0.29
(0.05)
(0.31)
(0.32)
5.66

0.74
5.40

(1.87)
5.29

(0.97)
3.96

(8.36)
4.39
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Abbreviations and acronyms
APSC
AMI
AP
C&I
CAGR
CCGT
CCNO
COVID-19
CWIP
DA
DCRF
E-AR
E-LA
E-MS
E-NO
E-TX
EPS
ETR
EV
EWC
FERC

Arkansas Public Service Commission
Advanced metering infrastructure
Access point
Commercial and industrial retail customers
Compound annual growth rate
Combined cycle gas turbine
Council of the City of New Orleans
Corona virus 2019 pandemic
Construction work in progress
Distribution automation
Distribution cost recovery factor
Entergy Arkansas, LLC
Entergy Louisiana, LLC
Entergy Mississippi, LLC
Entergy New Orleans, LLC
Entergy Texas, Inc.
Earnings per share
Entergy Corporation
Electric vehicle
Entergy Wholesale Commodities
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

FFO
FRP
GAAP
Indian Point
Indian Point 3
IRS
LPSC
MCPS
MPSC
NOPA
O&M
OCF
OpCo
P&O
PPA
PUCT
RFP
ROE
S&P
SERI
TCRF

Funds from operations
Formula rate plan
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
Indian Point Energy Center (nuclear)
Indian Point Energy Center Unit 3 (nuclear)
Internal Revenue Service
Louisiana Public Service Commission
Montgomery County Power Station (CCGT)
Mississippi Public Service Commission
IRS Notice of Proposed Adjustment
Other non-fuel operation and maintenance expense
Net cash flow provided by operating activities
Operating company
Parent & Other
Power purchase agreement or purchase power agreement
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Request for proposals
Return on equity
Standard & Poor's
System Energy Resources, Inc.
Transmission Cost Recovery Factor
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